
 

Abundance Master Proficiencies  

Core Competencies Of A Financial Shaman 

 

1) Unbrainwashing Poverty  

  The ability to find limiting beliefs and unravel them all the way to 

the trauma underneath them is unbrainwashing poverty. It is simply a 

financial shaman’s term for trauma work or the healing journey of 

reparenting the inner child with Unconditional Love and understanding. 

All the major traumatic events of a child’s life that are aligned with 

scarcity or poverty must be healed and retaught abundance.  

 To fully unbrainwash poverty someone must heal every trauma 

including the core wounding. An abundance master must take this path 

all the way to ego death. However, anyone mastering money alone only 

needs to finish by healing the core wounding and then finding and 

mastering the heart’s calling to get more than enough than they need to 

proceed to wherever their heart wants to take them on their journey of 

self-discovery.  

 

2) Mastering The Calling  

 Finding the heart’s calling always begins the same way. By 

experiencing its opposite. This is a game of Contrast meaning that to 

know something fully you must study its shadow. This typically but not 

always leads to some kind of negative catalyst. Some kind of rock 

bottom that is intended to shake you awake from your nightmare so you 

begin listening to your heart and finally cooperating with it. 

To find the calling you always start the same way by following 

your highest excitement. This must be done in conjunction with 

unbrainwashing any fearful or limiting beliefs that make you want to 



 

stop. The reason you start with following the highest excitement is to 

build resiliency and non-attachment. You just get into the habit of 

following your inner guidance long enough for the calling to finally 

reveal itself. Everyone knows their calling when it is revealed otherwise 

it wouldn’t really be a reveal. Then you can move on to tackling doubt 

that you will ever master it.  

This doubt as well as many other fears are put to rest by spending 

10,000 hours mastering your calling. Here in this game, everything is 

mastered through trial and error otherwise known as experience. This 

process of evolution can never be short cut so don’t bother. Instead, 

embrace the journey of mastering what you were put on this Earth to do 

and let the time move however it needs to. Everything in this process is 

perfectly happening in divine timing.  

 

3) Patience 

 The scarcity of time known as urgency must be disposed of for 

calm relaxed movement. Urgency will poison everything you create and 

every experience you have if it is allowed to. You are an eternal being 

and must relax into divine timing. You force evolution only when you 

are in pain. You want to be done and a master fast so your pain goes 

away. 

 Practicing patience during this process will eventually bring you to 

your relationship with pain. When you are hurting, triggered, or 

wounded you want your pain and suffering to end now. In fact, 

yesterday would be better. That is what pain does. It is a feeling that 

when you feel it you want it to be gone immediately. So when you have 

been suffering over money or anything for that matter, you want to hurry 

up and get to the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.  

 To slow down, meditation must be the foundation on which you 

always come home when urgency begins to distract you from the truth. 



 

That truth is that you are an eternal being and everything has its own 

sequence it needs to follow in its own divine timing. Urgency only 

complicates and confuses things. You must feel aligned with evolution 

by relaxing into it. If you cannot relax then you must continue to 

unbrainwash until you can find out why.  

 

4) The Valuation Equation 

 All values are subjective. Meaning physical things or experiences 

have value only in the imagination based on opinion. Said differently, a 

thing only has value when you believe it has value and that value is 

typically derived by how much you need it. When your stomach is full it 

is hard to sell you a meal but when you are starving and there are no 

other options you will pay whatever money you possess to eat.  

 The beginning of the value of anything is how much you want it or 

how much you need it. The greater the need or want the more you will 

pay. From there whatever this want or need is can be put through the 

filter of luxury. Meaning if you need a meal, do you need it to be in a 

high-end luxury restaurant or will fast food suffice? The perceived 

luxury or thrift will always alter the value of a thing in someone’s mind.  

 Then you have the value of money. Most people will equate value 

or assign value based in financial terms. “That fast food meal is only 

worth $10 while that quality meal and the nice restaurant is worth $100.” 

The value you assign to anything will typically equate to dollar value in 

the subconscious mind. If the thing you need or want has more value to 

you than the money you possess you will buy it. Meaning if the value 

you perceive in your imagination is higher than the price that the seller 

wants for it, you will most likely buy. 

 From here the other side of the equation must be understood. This 

equation has two sides like a coin. The first side is how you decide to 

purchase things with money and the other side is how you value your 



 

time and energy in relation to money. In everyone’s mind money has 

value but the time and energy you exchange for money is all about your 

perception of your value. How much is your time worth? What is your 

skill and talent worth?  

 If you don’t value your time and energy you will experience 

scarcity and poverty. Part of unbrainwashing poverty is seeing your own 

self-worth by dismantling your not good enough story. When you spend 

the time necessary to master the heart’s calling your subconscious mind 

has no choice but to believe your time and talent have very high value. 

This will help you move through this world with abundance and fulfill 

your actual wants with ease. 

 

5) Actual Wants 

 Every abundance master must be aware of the difference between 

an actual want, a childish want, and an insecure want. Insecure wants are 

born from fear. They make you stockpile money and food because you 

are afraid of running out and that you will not be taken care of in the 

future. Essentially insecure wants are born in the mind that believes this 

is a hostile universe. Why stockpile anything if there is always enough 

and you are always provided for? 

 Childish wants arise within everyone because of the innate 

knowing that you should be able to have whatever you want. A Godchild 

would know that whatever it wanted to have or experience would be 

given to it easily. That is why when you come here and only some of 

your childish wants are granted by your parents you become confused, 

upset, and throw a temper tantrum. You know deep down you deserve 

whatever you want which is why not being able to manifest instantly is 

inherently confusing. 

 Your actual wants must be fulfilled to move evolution forward. 

They do not have to be fulfilled when you want them but they do have to 



 

be fulfilled eventually. When you find and master the heart’s calling you 

will notice that more and more of your actual wants are fulfilled on a 

daily basis. Scarcity is defeated by letting go of everything but the actual 

wants. When an actual want can be identified inside and felt there also 

must be a way to fulfill them that the heart will guide you to.  

 

6) Exchange 

 In this reality, you must exchange energy for things you want and 

need. Every creature must hunt for their food in some way. People who 

grow food from the Earth must spend time and energy tending to the 

crops. If any being cannot expend the energy to have its basic needs met 

by Mother Nature, it will perish shortly thereafter.  

 When you spend money you are exchanging the life energy you 

exerted to create the money you have. There is a balance that must be 

respected within all financial transactions. The reason many lottery 

winners are financially destitute within a few short years of their 

windfall is twofold. First, they did not spend any energy unbrainwashing 

poverty and therefore have a mind that is more comfortable in scarcity 

than abundance and luxury. The second reason is because they don’t feel 

they deserve it due to the fact that they didn’t expend the energy 

required to ‘earn’ it. This subconscious imbalance of energy exchange 

causes them to destroy the money. 

 When something is priced far above the energy exchanged for it an 

internal alarm will go off. When a home that costs $100,000 in total to 

build is priced at $1,000,000 a feeling of imbalance will be felt 

(depending on the location of the home of course). This arbitrage or 

charging far and above what was expended to create something is what 

many minds consider ‘greedy.’  

 That said, the only people who can make an exchange imbalanced 

are the parties involved in the exchange. An outside observer has no 



 

place to say anything about an exchange because of their own bias or 

own lens of value. If an exchange is imbalanced, for example between 

an employer and employee, there will be a change in employment soon 

to follow. All people naturally seek a balance in an exchange though few 

realize that it is still all based on perception.  

 

7) Being Wealth’s Steward 

 True wealth or unlimited wealth must be exchanged for from the 

Universe itself. Your higher self wants something from you before it 

will open the floodgates to abundance and wealth. Luckily, everyone’s 

higher self wants the exact same thing which is to find and master your 

heart’s calling. Mastery over your gifts and talents is the only thing that 

true wealth can be exchanged for. It is the only thing you can offer in 

exchange. 

 Once that has been accomplished along with the ability to put your 

gifts and talents out into the world then the floodgates will open. Once 

this happens you must know what the wealth wants you to do with it. A 

fortune has its own purpose to serve in the world. This is whatever is left 

over after fulfilling all your actual wants in the highest luxury and 

maybe even some childish wants too. Meaning, what are you supposed 

to do with what is over and above what you can spend? 

 The only way to answer this question is to have acquired the skills 

long before you need to use them. This way they are second nature to 

you and do not feel like an obligation in any way. Being wealth’s 

steward is knowing how to ask your heart for guidance on where the 

money needs to go over and above what you use. It is different for 

everyone so do not compare, simply listen to your inner guidance.  

 

8) Entrepreneurship   



 

 Last but certainly not least we have entrepreneurship. 

Entrepreneurship is an umbrella term covering all the abilities you need 

to present mastery of your gifts to the world. Everything from how to 

price your masterpieces, educating people on how to use your 

masterpieces if necessary, the best strategies for helping people looking 

for what you have to find you, and how to align with people on a similar 

path to make a partnership or a team. 

 In today’s day and age, you will most likely have to know how to 

build a website, have some understanding of social media, find or create 

whatever software you may need to execute your vision, and be able to 

effectively communicate the benefits of your products or services. It 

doesn’t matter how marvelous your masterpieces are if you cannot bring 

them to the market for sale. 

 This process all ties together back to the beginning with 

unbrainwashing poverty. As you practice putting your products or 

services out into the world you will come across your own limiting 

beliefs through fear or self-sabotage. You will hear the small story freak 

out with every step you make to align with your highest and best self. 

The more you gain momentum the more the ego will be exposed by 

telling you that “you can’t do this” even though you have mountains of 

evidence that you are doing this.  

   


